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Website templates free for software company

Using template sites as a starting point for your site may be frozen by web designers and developers, but if you need a site quickly and you don't have the skills or time to produce your own HTML, then don't give up. There are many decent propositions out there, many of them both look good and very
functional. Here we rounded up some options that might open your eyes to the options offered by website templates— at least when created by people who know what they're doing. Cyber Monday deals: check out all the best deals right now! You may also want to check out our guides to the best web
hosting services and the best website builders right now. These web templates are designed for Bootstrap, HTML5, Adobe Muse, WordPress, Tumblr, Jekyll, Perch, SASS, Statamic and Ghost. At various price points (including some for free) there should be a template here that is ideal for your next
website project.01. DashCore (WordPress)DashCore is super-customizable (Image credit: DashCore)DashCore is a lightweight and customizable WordPress theme. It's super responsive and has pre-built demos to help you get started. The $59 price gets decent support too, with 24/7 email support and
clear step-by-step documentation. DashCore is designed for startups, developers, Saas, marketers and social. An HTML version is also available. Zeen is made for magazines, but has a range of email options, too (Image credit: Zeen)Zeen is a news and wordpress magazine theme that costs $59. To do



this, you'll get dark mode options for visitors, voice search capabilities, and a mixing and matching approach when building a website from different demos. Here are many add-ons, including the ability to set your own gradients and compatibility with services like MailChimp.03. Wunderkind
(Bootstrap)Wunderkind is a versatile template with many Ultra options smooth and smooth with a clean, modern layout that is extremely easy to customize, Wunderkind is a multifunctional template that is a great way to give your brand a shine. It has a full touch screen friendly slider, video wallpapers and
a smooth, implementing parallax, as well as plenty of gallery options. It costs $19, is based on the latest Bootstrap and is designed to be developmentally friendly. 04. TheNa (WordPress)Why scroll vertically if you could go horizontally? Horizontal scrolling sites are always a good way for people to pay
attention to your site and TheNa is a fantastic template to try if it's the style you want to play with. It comes with three styles of portfolio templates with lots of customization options, plus two blog template styles and a short code template with 18 modules to build other types of pages. It costs $42.05.
Tersus (Muse) Tersus has some stunning animation options For a great way to create elegant and professional portfolios, check out Tersus for Adobe Muse CC (get Creative Cloud here). For just $25 you get a collection of 14 visokokakovostnih odzivnih odzivnih Models, many of them with must have
features such as parallax scrolling, full screen video and dynamic slide shows. There are hundreds of fonts that you can choose from through Typekit, as well as integration with Wow.js and Animate.css to create smooth revealing animations.06. Rhythm (HTML5)Get a load of features and choices for not
much money with Rhythm Rhythm is a fully responsive form templates of one- and multiple page pages, and at just $17 gives you a lot of features and choices for your money. This Bootstrap-powered HTML5 template has more than 50 pre-built demo sites to work with, plus more than 40 pages of
portfolio, with simple wallpapers, color schemes and content, and parallaxes and delicious smooth animation.07. The composer (WordPress)Composer's developers are excited to hear their ideas for new composer features not exactly cheap at $59, but you'll get a lot of use from that. It pampers you for
choosing from the off, with over 50 ready demo sites for you to go to work with, cover only about every web design option, and it makes it easy to create your own layout from scratch. It has ultra responsive layouts and WooCommerce integration, comes complete with some free premium plug-ins, and
developers have always wanted to receive suggestions for new models and features.08. Flaunt (Muse)Flaunt's hovering effects will bring your Muse sites to life if you're sufficient for cool hovering effects, but you use Adobe Muse and seem to be a little hard to implement, Flaunt may be the answer to your
problems. In addition to being a simple and fully responsive template, Muse's limitations on the italic effect are with some custom CSS. With over 50 slick hover effects for both images and text to choose from, you'll be able to create a standout Muse page easily, and at just $16 Flaunt is a favorable
purchase, too.09. Definity (Bootstrap)Definity's modular design makes it easy to play with multi-purpose one-sided and multi-sided templates by Ocarine Themes, Definity is built on Bootstrap 3 and comes printed with things. 100 percent response with cool features such as background video, hovering
and parallax scrolling effects, and its modular design makes it easy to move sections of pages until you nail the layout. Priced at just $29, Definity features multiple website templates and store layout.10. Enfold (WordPress)Enfold comes with great demos to try Designed to be the user-friendly WordPress
theme ever made, Enfold is a versatile and fully responsive theme, suitable for business pages, online stores (with WooCommerce support) and portfolios. Its drag and drop suggestions builder is just a matter for creating your own layout, but it also comes with a bunch of ready demos to inspire you.
Regular permission will cost you $59, which includes future updates and six-month support.11. Porto (HTML5)Porto is available on various platforms Basic HTML5 version of Porta will cost you $17 and has a bunch of home page styles, as well as unlimited header layouts and toggle styles that allows you
to customize your site at fly. It's also available in WordPress, Drupal and Magento flavors, with an additional admin version so you can manage your site much more efficiently with a swish control panel and all gadgets and charts that you can eat.12. Maple (WordPress)Maple is easy to use and fully
responsive There are six reasons that you will love Maple, say its developers: its bold and unique design; the fact that it is responsive and ready for retinas; the way it is equipped with light and dark styles; parallax head backgrounds; multilateral support; and how very easy to use it is. With 15 layout
combinations plus lots of features and gadgets, at $49 gives you your money worth.13. BeTheme (HTML5)They can't be all zingers, but you can't go far wrong with beTheme selection (Image credit: BeTheme)Why settle down for one topic when you can have more than 450? Described as the most
complete, comprehensive and customizable HTML template for business or personal websites, BeTheme is simply full of stuff. Fully responsive and retina ready, with all the parallax and smooth scrolling features you would expect, is the absolute monster and biggest headache that will cause you to try to
choose between a huge selection of pre-built sites. You can't go wrong for $17.14. NOHO (Muse)Designed for creators, NOHO is perfect for portfolios (Image credit: NOHO)Designed with creative professionals in mind, NOHO is built to be easy to edit in Adobe Muse, allowing you to get your agency site
or portfolio up and running in record time. Its templates are in desktop, tablet and mobile flavors, as well as in several layouts, and you'll also find enough features, such as image sliders, parallax scrolling and effects for the rest of the CSS. The results are clean and eye spies and yours are for just $22.15.
Jupiter (WordPress)Jupiter is confidently describing itself as the fastest and easiest wordPress theme in the world so far, and its latest version has been completely screened and overwritten to deliver flash fast pages that won't blow up your CPU or dry out your batteries. It uses GPU undersage to provide
smooth parallax scrolling, has a flexible image resolution to ensure that images look perfect regardless of devices, and this comes with a huge amount of suggestion in case you don't have time to build your own page with your drag and drop interface. At $59, it's not cheap, and the results are worth it.16.
Ness (WordPress)Image-focused website template (Image credit: Ness)A lot of contemporary topics focuses on stark minimalism and type, but Ness is much more interested in images aimed at people who want to quickly get a photo blog or magazine up and running. The price is $39, the retina is ready
and mobile friendly, and in use it seems like a high-end photo journal Bootstrap (HTML5)Bootstrap by default looks pretty good in its right We know that Bootstrap is really a frame frame as a template. That's true, but as examples of the section shows, even Bootstrap by default looks pretty good if you
have a design idea in mind that uses a lot of rich clips and wallpapers. These are just a few tweaks from beautiful minimal creations – and do it even faster if you peruse Bootswatch free themes. Next: Multiple top-class website templates
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